Globally Deployable, Scalable Security Risk & Policy Compliance Management

QualysGuard Enterprise enables organizations to reduce risk and manage compliance processes by providing security risk and policy compliance management in one solution. QualysGuard Enterprise automates the process of vulnerability management and policy compliance across the enterprise, providing network discovery and mapping, asset prioritization, vulnerability assessment reporting and remediation tracking according to business risk.

Policy compliance features allow security managers to audit, enforce and document compliance with internal security policies and external regulations. As an on demand Software as a Service (SaaS) solution, there is no infrastructure to deploy or manage.

QualysGuard Enterprise is ideal for large, distributed organizations with:
- Thousands of network devices residing on distributed networks
- Complex, segmented and remote networks
- Numerous users requiring role-based access to vulnerability, compliance and remediation data
- Virtual teams requiring consolidated technical and executive-level security reporting

Benefits of QualysGuard Enterprise:
- Mitigate risk by automating vulnerability identification and prioritizing remediation based on risk to business operations
- Document regulatory compliance via automated agent-less auditing, tamper resistant audit trails and the certainty that comes with third-party assessment
- On demand SaaS technology offers significant economic advantages with no capital expenditures, extra human resources or infrastructure to deploy and manage
- Unprecedented scalability makes it ideal for large, distributed organizations
- Rapidly identify, visualize and organize network assets into Business Units and Asset Groups
QualysGuard Enterprise Features:

**Centralized Vulnerability Management**
- Automatic centralized reporting from distributed scans
- Consolidated administration of both internal and external (perimeter) scanning
- Customizable reports for on demand reporting by business unit for executives and managers
- Executive Dashboard
- Asset-based solution with an interactive Asset Search Portal
- Automated trending and differential reports
- Remediation reporting: ticket trending by asset group, user and vulnerability
- Authorized user access from any location
- Export reports to HTML, MHT, PDF, CSV and XML formats

**Automation**
- Scheduled scans and network discoveries
- Automated daily updates to vulnerability KnowledgeBase
- Automated report generation
- Automated remediation ticket generation and verification

QualysGuard Scanner Appliances deliver an easy-to-use scanning infrastructure for distributed networks that can be deployed in minutes.

**Accuracy**
- Comprehensive vulnerability KnowledgeBase incorporates thousands of unique checks
- Six-sigma accuracy of detection
- Trusted, third-party certification of network security with tamper resistant audit trails
- Inference-based scanning engine with non-intrusive scanning techniques
- Both un-trusted and authenticated scanning capabilities
- Internal and external scanning provides a 360-degree view of network vulnerabilities
- Configurable scans for customized audits
- Unique fingerprints for over 500 operating systems, applications and protocols

**Scalability/Deploability**
- On demand SaaS technology allows users to scan globally with no additional infrastructure
- Fast scanning through load balancing of scanner appliances
- User definable Business Units and Asset Groups that tie into business operations
- End-to-end encryption of vulnerability data
- Hierarchical role-based user access controls allow delegation of responsibilities to reflect organizational structure
- Policy-based remediation workflow management with automatic trouble ticket creation and assignment

**Policy Compliance**
- Trusted, third-party network auditing and reporting meets the compliance needs of HIPAA, GLBA, SB 1386, Sarbanes-Oxley and compliance frameworks
- Automated Self-Service Payment Card Industry (PCI) compliance certification

**Interoperability**
- Extensible XML API
- Security compliance SDK and application library
- Out-of-the-box integration with leading SIM solutions
- Integration with helpdesk systems
- Integration with Patch Management systems for auto-remediation capabilities
- Integration with leading Network Admission Control vendors including Cisco NAC
- Industry standard support for vulnerability scoring with Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS)
- Industry standard support for the addition of custom detections using Open Vulnerability Assessment Language (OVAL)

**Support/Maintenance**
- 24x7x365 live customer support
- Daily signature updates and feature enhancements are completed automatically, transparent to the user
- Ongoing Web-based customer training
- Technical training and certification workshops

**Pricing**
- **Annual Subscription:** Unlimited assessments of a predefined number of IP devices. Ideal for regular security assessments of network assets.
- **Per Scan:** Flexible use of QualysGuard Enterprise in environments with quarterly or periodic scanning requirements.

---

"QualysGuard has made the job of auditing our network much easier. We used to have to dig through results and do a lot of manual analysis to get meaningful reports, and those were inconsistent. Qualys takes care of that nightmare."

Senior Manager of Information Security

"Regulations such as the Sarbanes-Oxley Act and Basel II have pushed compliance to the forefront of the executive's agenda. In this environment, security managers must tie their vulnerability management and security auditing practices to broader corporate risk and compliance initiatives."

Head of Global IT Security

Novartis AG

Qualys Wins an Unprecedented 5 SC Magazine Awards

SC Magazine Awards recognize distinguished vendors based on readers choice. Qualys was awarded:
- Best Vulnerability Assessment & Remediation Solution
- Best Enterprise Security Solution
- Best SME Security Solution
- Best European Security Company
- Best European Security Solution